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Abstract Nomenclature
B =magnetic field strength, T

Results of anode heat flux and anode fall measure- e =elementary charge, 1.6 x 10 19 C
ments from a multi-megawatt self-field quasi-steady E =electric field, V/m
MPD thruster are presented. Measurements were ob- Ja =total anode current, A
tained with argon and helium propellants for a va- j =current density, A/cm2

riety of currents and mass flow rates. Anode heat ja =anode current density, A/cm2

flux was directly measured with thermocouples at- k =Boltzmann's constant, 1.38 x 10 23 J/K
tached to the inner surface of a hollowed section. An- me =electron mass, 9.11 x 10- 31 kg
ode falls were determined both from floating probes ne =electron number density, m- 3

and through heat flux measurements. Comparison of Pe =electron pressure, Pa
data acquired through either method show excellent Pt =total anode power, W
agreement. Anode falls varied between 4 and 50 V Qa =anode heat flux, W/cm2

with anode power fractions reaching 70% with he- Qc =anode heat flux from convection, W/cm2

lium at 150 kW, and 50% with argon at 1.9 MW. The Q, =anode heat flux from radiation, W/cm2

anode fall was found to correlate well with electron Te =electron temperature, K
Hall parameters calculated from triple and magnetic v =plasma streaming velocity, m/s
probe data collected near the anode. Two possible Va =anode fall, V
explanations for this result are proposed: the estab- Eo =permittivity of free space, 8.85 x 10 12 F/m
lishment of large electric fields at the anode to main- 7r =transverse electrical resistivity, Ohm-m
tain current conduction across the strong magnetic 0 =anode material work function, 4.62 V
fields, or anomalous resistivity resulting from the on- A, =Debye length, m
set of microturbulence in the plasma. To investigate A =plasma parameter
the latter hypothesis, electric field, magnetic field, w, =electron gyrofrequency, rad/sec
and current density profiles measured in the vicinity Q =Hall parameter
of the anode were incorporated into Ohm's law to es- Q,1 =classically calculated Hall parameter
timate electrical conductivity. Results of this anal- ,th =inferred Hall parameter
ysis show a substantial deviation of the measured a, =inferred electrical conductivity, mho/m
conductivity from that calculated with classical for- as =Spitzer-Hairm conductivity, mho/m
mulae. These results imply that anomalous effects ve =electron collision frequency, sec
are present in the plasma near the anode.

*Graduate Student, Department of Mechanical and Acrospace IntrOduction
Engineering, Member AIAA With high specific impulse and simple design,tManager and Senior Research Engineer, Electric Propulsion the MD thruster is an attracti candidate for
Laboratory, Member AIAA t h e M D truster is an attractive candidate for

tProfessor, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engi- propulsion applications ranging from earth orbit pay-
neering, Fellow AIAA load raising to manned and unmanned planetary
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missions[l, 2]. The utility of i he device as a primary Alumina-Oxide
means of space propulsion, however, is severely ham- Insulation

pered by its low demonstrated efficiency[3, 4, 5, 6].
The two loss mechanisms which are primarily re-
sponsible for limiting thruster efficiency are frozen-
flow loss, which is the dominant loss mechanism
for thruster power levels above 1 MW, and anode
power dissipation, which is especially detrimental

Downstream Anode
to thrusters operating at sub-megawatt power lev- Face
els. At thruster power levels below 150 kW, over Pyrex
half of the input power can be deposited into the
anode[4, 6]. While the fraction of total power de- Upstream Anode Thenrocouples

Face
posited into the anode decreases with thruster power, Alu

the shear magnitude of the heat flux to the anode insil..ion I

(0(10 kW/cm 2 )) poses a serious heat management

problem to spacecraft designers. The understanding
of ti;h physical processes involved in anode power
deposition is, therefore, paramount to the design ofigure noe
efficient engines. Given the complexity of the pro-
cesses involved, no sufficient theoretical model of an- delivering a rectangular current pulse of up to 52 kA
ode processes in IVIPD thrusters exists, necessitating for 1 msec.
the need for careful experimentation for insight. The thruster used for these experiments consists of

For reasons that will become apparent below, most an aluminum cylindrical thrust chamber 5 cm deep
experimental research in anode power dissipation has with an inner diameter of 15 cm and an i ter diame-
focused on understanding how the anode fall is in- ter of 19 cm. The inner surface of the thrust chamber
fluenced by plasma and thruster operating condi- is insulated from the discharge by a Pyrex tube with
tions. Some studies have shown that the anode a wall thickness of ~1 cm. The cathode, made of
fall tends to decrease with increasing local current 2% thoriated tungsten, is 10 cm long and 1.8 cm in
density[3, 5, 7, 8] while others have measured neg- diameter. Propellant is injected through the boron-
ative fall voltages when the local random electron nitride backplate via twelve 3 mm diameter holes at
flux to the anode is greater than that required for a radius of 3.8 cm, and through an annulus at the
current continuity[10, 11]. Through all of this work, base of the cathode. An equal amount of propellant
however, no universal scaling parameter for the an- flows through the holes and the annulus. The an,lc
ode fall, has emerged and a detailed understanding consists of a 1 cm thick aluminum ring of outer di-
of the physics involved with anode power deposition ameter 19 cm and with an inner diameter of 10 cm.
has yet to be established. The goal of this paper is A section of the anode was hollowed to form a cavity
to identify key scaling parameters of the anode fall with a wall thickness of 1 mm. Copper-cons tntan
as well as the possible underlying physical processes thermocouples (# 36 gauge) were attached to Ihe
that control it. inner wall of the cavity with a thermally conductive

epoxy. To investigate what effect current density has

Experimental Facility on anode power deposition, a 0.13 mm (5 mils) thick
layer of alumina-oxide was plasma-sprayed over 85%

A Plexiglass vacuum tank 1.83 m long with an of the anode's surface area, exposing only the lip

inner diameter of 0.92 m was used for these exper- to the discharge (Figure 2). .\lumina-oxide insula-

iments. Tank pressure was maintained to less than tion was selected in order to minimize the amount

0.02 Pa (1 x 10- 4 Torr) prior to thruster operation of contaminant material released to the plasma from

by a 15 cm oil diffusion pump and two mechanical insulator ablation. The remaining outer surface of

backing pumps. The tank contains an electronically the thruster was insulated with mylar tape.

controlled probe positioning table with three degrees
of freedom as well as angular freedom in the horizon-
tal plane. Thruster power is supplied by a 150 kJ Diagnostics
pulse-forming network (capacitor bank) capable of
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Figure 1: Quasi-Steady MPD Thruster Apparatus.

The fraction of thruster power consumed by the per square centimeter[5, 7, 13, 14]. Furthermore, for
anode may be written as[12] typical operating conditions, the contribution to an-

ode heating from the anode fall, which can exceed
_Pt 1 dS (1) 20 Volts, is much greater than those due to elec-

" VJ VJ s tron random thermal energy ( -- 2eV), or the work
function (-4 eV). Therefore, understanding the un-

where the integration is performed over the entire derlying physics of the anode fall is necessary for the
current conducting surface of the anode. The inte- reduction of losses to the anode.
grand of Equation 1, defined by

To further investigate previous findings, that re-

S=j (V + kT + 0)+ + (2) ducing the conducting surface area of the anode led
2 e to a substantial decrease in the terminal voltage and

anode fall[5, 8], the "standard" benchmark thruster
represents the contribution to anode heating from a compared t a similar thrusterwas compared to a similar thruster with the coated
the kinetic energy that current carrying electrons a ("modified" benchmar thruster). Figure 3
gain from the anode fall, the random electron ther- voltge enchartersts

mal energy, the heat liberated due to the work func- shows the voltage-current characteristics of both the
mal energy, the heat liberated due to the work func- standard and modified benchmark thrusters. In con-
tion of the anode material, and contributions from s a m ench thru r on

trast to previous work (Reference [8]), the reduction
plasma convection and radiation. Equation 2 can of the anode current conduction area, by a factor of

also represent the local heat flux to a small region six, has little impact on the voltage-current charac-
on the anode where plasma properties do not change teristics of the thruster.
appreciably. Heat flux to the anode from convection
and radiation has been estimated to be negligible For the modified benchmark thruster, thrrre ther-
for high powered quasi-steady thrusters, where the mocouples were placed behind the exposed anode
total anode heat flux can exceed several kilowatts surface while two others were located behind insu-
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(Omegabond 200), selected for its high thermal con-
300 Modid ductivity and high electrical resistivity, was used to

25.. o 16g/s D 4 g/s attach the thermocouples to the shell wall. During
Standard each thruster firing, the Keithley system took two

S200 - 16 g/s 4 g/s o temperature measurements per thermocouple. The
150o P  first measurement is made before the heat from the

0A plasma has had time to conduct through the shell
S10o (~ 1 msec after the initiation of propellant break-

so - I <  o o down). The other measurement is taken 20 msec
later, when the thermocouple temperature rise has

0 i I I plateaued to its maximum value.
0 5 10 15 20 25

0 c 1 2 25 Figure 4 shows anode heat flux measurements from
Thruster Current thermocouple data as a function of anode shell posi-

tion for both the standard and modified benchmark
Figure 3: Thruster Voltage vs. Current. thrusters. The abscissa of the figure represents a co-

ordinate that linearly maps onto the surface of the
anode, the extreme left (-2.0 cm) and right (4.0 cm)
ends of the plot representing the extent of the up-

oo 0 Modified Standard stream and downstream faces of the anode, respec-
So 8 kA-16 g/s * tively. As the figure shows the peak heat flux is on

U a 16 kA-4 g/s a the order of several kilowatts per square centimeter
so- 0 90 while heat fluxes for the two thermocouples located

e behind the insulation are generally an order of mag-
g nitude less. The response of the thermocouples at

-1 $ the insulated sites are due to both transverse heat
| :  conduction along the shell and heating from the am-
Sbient plasma. These measurements verify that an-

0.1 -- - ode heating from convection and radiation are neg-
-e Sr 1 2 C e () ligible in comparison to the overall value. Due to its

Anode Surface Coordinate cmsmaller current density (Equation 2), the peak anode
heat flux for the standard benchmark thruster is con-

Figure 4: Anode Heat Flux vs. Thermocouple Shell siderably less than that of the modified benchmark
Position, thruster.

Floating probe measurements of the anode fall
were conducted as a second means of estimating an-

lated portions of the anode along the upstream and ode power deposition. The probe was shaped in the
downstream faces (Figure 2). A one-dimensional form of an "L" to enable probing along the upstream
heat conduction model, described in Reference [3], anode face. The probe has a 54 cm major arm and
uses the temperature response of the thermocouples a 1.4 cm minor arm which supports a tungsten wire
to calculate the incident anode heat flux. Special electrode that is 0.026 cm (10 mils) in diameter and
thermocouples, capable of measuring temperatures 0.17 cm (65 mils) long. Details of the apparatus
with accuracies of ±0.5 degrees C, limited the er- for the floating probe measurements are described
ror in heat flux measurements due to thermocouple in Reference [9].
temperature response to -130 W/cm2 [3]. Thermo- Figure 5 shows equipotential profiles near the
couple signals were processed by an AT&T personal anode of the standard and modified benchmark
computer through a Keithley System 570 analog-to- thrusters at 16 kA and 4 g/s. As is evident from
digital data acquisition system utilizing an AIM 7 the figure, the gradients of floating potential for the
thermocouple board. To minimize signal noise, each modified benchmark thruster is larger than those of
thermocouple line was routed through the tank port the standard thruster, which was the case in gen-
via an electrically shielded cable. In order to pro- eral. This reflects the response of the plasma to the
tect the computer equipment from the large volt- increased local current density. For both thrusters,
age spike required to fire the thruster, special epoxy the region of intense floating potential gradients ex-
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32
Vf=75 Volts

of the two thrusters is due to the large error (50%)
45 v0 associated with the extrapolated current density pro-

files of the standard benchmark thruster[3]. Because
+ current conduction was restricted to a small portion

of the modified benchmark thruster, a constant cur-
rent density (total thruster current divided by the lip
surface area) can be assumed at each of the appro-

Figure 5: Floating Potential Profiles (16 kA-4 g/s). priate thermocouple sites. Floating probe measure-
ments are accurate to within ± 2 Volts.

The figure illustrates two important points: there
tends up to 1 cm from the anode surface. is little difference between the "mean" anode falls

A triple Langmuir probe was employed to mea- of either thruster, and that anode fall values from
sure electron temperatures that are needed both to thermocouple and floating probe data are in excel-
convert floating potentials to actual plasma poten- lent agreement with each other except at the highest
tials and for the estimate of the anode fall from mea- thruster exhaust velocity (J 2 /rh). This discrepancy
sured heat flux (Equation 2). A description of the had at one time been attributed solely to ablation
triple probe system and data reduction algorithm of the anode surface material, resulting in an energy
used for these experiments are presented in Refer- sink not accounted for in the heat conduction model.
ences [3, 15, 16, 17]. Electron temperature and ion As will be shown later, however, some of this dis-
number density measurements are accurate to within agreement may also be due simply to a voltage drop
10% and 60%, respectively[17]. through the highly resistive plasma near the anode.

Figure 6 shows the "mean" anode falls obtained The figures in this section have shown that the re-

from both heat flux measurements (T) and from the duction of anode surface area had minimal effect on

floating probe measurements taken 1 mm from the the operating characteristics of the MPD thruster.

anode surface(FP). To obtain the "mean" fall values, The failure of this experiment to reproduce the re-

anode falls for each thermocouple or floating probe sul ts reported in References [5] and [8] may be at-

measurement site were weighted by the local current tributed to the following factors:

density. Thus by entering the average anode fall into * The reduction of anode surface area may not
Equations 1 and 2, neglecting convection and radia- have been enough. The anode used in Refer-
tion, the total measured power to the anode (anode ence [8] reduced the conduction area by a fac-
power fraction) is recovered. Anode falls estimated tor of forty by limiting current conduction to ator of forty by limiting current conduction to a
from heat flux measurements are accurate to within 2 mm band around the anode lip.

2 mm band around the anode lip.30% and 15% for the standard and modified bench-
mark thrusters, respectively. The difference in error * The mylar tape used to insulate 98% of the an-
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ode surface in Reference [8] may have ablated, a) argon
introducing mass to the local plasma.

5so0  
x 16 g/s

Anode Fall Measurements 40.. g/s

0 o 6g/s

As shown in the last section, the anode falls de- o 4 g/s
termined through direct heat flux measurements are o 20
in excellent agreement with those determined with to.
floating probes. Given this result and the fact that 10 .
floating probes are considerably simpler to imple- 0.
ment than the heal flux apparatus, a series of float- o s 10 1i 20 25

ing probe measurements of the anode fall, were made Thruster Current (kA)
to establish trends in anode power deposition. The
floating electrode of the triple probe was used to mea- b) helium
sure the plasma's floating potential 1 to 2 mm from
the anode surface, with the length of the probe elec- s
trodes placed in the plane of the anode lip. Float- x 6 g/s
ing potentials were converted to the plasma poten- 40 . 4 g/s
tials with the electron temperatures measured by the A 2 g/s
triple probe; allowing for the instantaneous measure- 30.o o lg/s
ment of plasma potential. The "L" shaped floating U

probe was also employed in several anode fall mea- 20 .
surements at the lip. The floating potentials mea- 2
sured with the triple probe agree to within 5% of o
those obtained with the floating probe. i

This series of experiments was carried out with ar- o 5 10 15 20 25
gon propellant at mass flow rates of 4, 6, 8, 12, and Thruster Current (kA)
16 g/s at thruster currents between 4 and 25 kA,
and with helium propellant at mass flow rates of 1,
2, 4, and 6 g/s at thruster currents between 4 and Figure 7: Anode Fall vs. Thruster Current.
22 kA. These conditions correspond to a range of
J2 /rh between 1 and 160 kA 2 -s/g for argon and 3
and 400 kA 2 -s/g for helium. Thruster power var- large flow rates (4 g/s) are almost as large as those
icd between 150 kW and 7 MW for argon and from measured at much lower rates for identical currents.
150 kW to 3.5 MW for helium. Figure 8 shows the anode fall as a function of J 2/rh

Figure 7 shows the anode fall as a function of for argon and helium propellants. As was observed
thruster current for argon and helium at various in a previous study with argon propellant, (Refer-
mass flow rates. For both propellants, the anode fall ence [10]) there is a strong increase in the anode fall
ranged from 5 to 50 V. As was mentioned above, the with J 2/rh. Unlike the study of Reference [10], which
error in the floating probe measurements is ±2 V. was limited to a maximum J 2/rh of 30 kA 2-s/g, how-
The larger error bars of the helium data signify the ever, beyond a certain value (70 kA 2-s/g), the an-
relative scatter in measured data; scatter that was ode fall remains constant. For helium, below a J 2/rh
not exhibited by the argon data. With argon pro- of 100 kA 2 -s/g there is a great deal of scatter in
pellant, the anode fall increases linearly with current the data, with little dependence on mass flow rate.
between 4 and 16 kA and is independent of mass flow Above this value, the anode fall increases monoton-
rate. Above 16 kA the anode fall is strongly depen- ically with J2 /rh, in sharp contrast to the behavior
dent on mass flow rate, rising steeply with thruster displayed by the argon data which plateaued above
current. The helium data, however, exhibits less co- 70 kA 2 -s/g. It is possible that, for helium, the
herence with propellant flow rate. Although the low- asymptotic dependence of the anode fall is reached
est anode falls were measured at the highest mass only at much higher values of J 2 /rh.
flow rates (6 g/s), anode falls measured at relatively Equations 1 and 2 were used, with anode fall and
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Figure 8: Anode Fall vs. J 2/rh. Figure 9: Anode Power Fraction vs. Thruster Power.

electron temperature data, to estimate the fraction as propellant. As the figure shows, the anode power
of thruster power deposited to the anode. For all fraction ranges from 0.7 at 150 kW (2 g/s) to 0.25 at
calculations, convection and radiation are neglected. 3.2 MW (2 g/s). Once again the data exhibit little
Figure 9 shows anode power fraction as a function of dependence on mass flow rate, particularly at the
total thruster power. As part a) of the figure clearly sub-megawatt power levels. At sub-megawatt levels,
illustrates, anode power fraction is heavily dependent relatively high propellant flow rates can yield either
on mass flow rate. The anode power fraction varies large or small values of anode power fraction at a
from 0.5 at 1.9 MW (12 g/s), to 0.23 at 7 MW (4 g/s). given level of thruster power. Since power fraction is
Below a power level of 2.5 MW, substantial of scatter linked to the terminal voltage characteristics, much
for the different mass flow rates is present. Above of this behavior is a direct result of the dependence of
this value, however, anode power fraction decreases the resistive (and back EMF) voltage drop through
monotonically with increasing thruster power. the plasma on thruster operating conditions.

In Figure 9 b) anode power fraction, for helium Figure 10 shows anode power fraction as a function
propellant, is shown as a function of thruster power. of J2 /rh for argon and helium propellants. For argon,
In general the anode power fractions for helium at above a J2/rh of 70 kA 2 -s/g , the anode power frac-
a given thruster power level (or J 2/rh) tend to be tion decreases with increasing J 2/rh, reflecting the
larger than those for argon. This is primarily due to constant value of anode fall within this range. For
the lower terminal voltages associated with helium helium, however, above a J2/rh of 100 kA 2 -s/g, the
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Figure 10: Anode Power Fraction vs. J 2/rh. Figure 11: Anode Fall vs. Electron Hall Parameter.

same range in which the anode fall monotonically
same range in which the anode fall monotonically have been evoked to explain large anode falls in-increases with J2/rh, the anode power fraction re-

mains constant. Below these specific values of 2/r cluding, anode starvation [11, 21], whereby large elec-mains constant. Below those specific values ofSt j tric fields are established at the anode in responsethe anode power fraction is again highly dependent t e dleti hae arriers via eleco
Sm as . to the d,,llction of charge carriers via electromag-

on propellant mass flow rate. netic pumping[22], and anomalous resistivity result-
ing from plasma microturbulence[23, 24, 25, 26], no

Anode Fall Scaling Parameter definitive theoretical or experimental work linking
the Hall parameter to anode power deposition in

An enormous amount of effort has been dedicated MPD thrusters exists. In an effort to investigate this

to the identification of scaling parameters for the an- behavior, the triple and floating probe data described
ode fall[?]. Work in the past has linked sizable volt- above, in conjunction with a series of magnetic field

age drops at the anode to large electron Hall param- measurements taken at the ann, I lip, were employed
eters in the adjacent plasma. Anode voltage drops to obtain an estimate of the lhcal electron Hall pa-
of 20 to 50 Volts in an atmospheric pressure MHD rameter.

accelerator (generator) correlated well with calcu- The electron Hall parameter is defined as the ra-
lated electron Hall parameters[18]. This trend has tio of the electron gyrofrequency and the electron-
been observed with multi-megawatt pulsed plasma ion collision frequency. In order to calculate both
injectors as well[19]. Although several mechanisms of these quantities, the electron temperature, num-
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ber density, and the local magnetic field must be maintain current conduction to the anode. The char-
measured. A magnetic field probe (B-probe), origi- acteristic length scale for such a disturbance, if one
nally constructed to investigate asymmetries in the exists at all, is not as obvious as for the previous sce-
thruster discharge[27], was used for this experiment. nario. Therefore the role of plasma turbulence, which
The core of the probe consists of a coil with thirty is thought to globally affect thruster operation, to
turns of #44 Formvar coated copper wire on a anode power dissipation (i.e. the microscopic anode
1.5 mm diameter lucite rod. The core and probe fall) is unclear. It should be pointed out that on the
signal lines are enclosed in a quartz tube 61 cm long basis of these experiments, there is no direct evidence
with an outer diameter of 4 mm. One end of the that the anode fall is strictly a sheath effect. There-
quartz tube terminates to form a hemisphere for pro- fore the measured anode falls (~1 to 2 mm away from
tection of the core. The axis of the core was aligned the surface) may be due to phenomena which can be
with the azimuthal magnetic field lines at a distance addressed in the continuum framework.
of approximately 3 mm from the anode surface. Mag- The question of whether the dissipation of thruster
netic probe signals are accurate to within 2%[27]. power to the anode is a sheath or continuum (anoma-
Details of the construction and calibration of the lous?) phenomenon is still open to debate. Recently
probe can be found in Reference [27]. Choueiri[28] has predicted that a strong correlation

Figure 11 shows the anode fall as a function of Hall exists between anomalous resistivity, due to turbu-
parameter for both argon and helium propellants. lence in the plasma, and the electron Hall parame-
To calculate the Hall parameter, classical Coulomb ter. In the following section, Ohm's law is applied
collision frequencies (the Spitzer-Hirm formula) ob- to thruster field (magnetic and electric) and current
tained from triple probe measurements were used in density measurements to estimate the plasma con-
conjunction with measured magnetic fields. The ac- ductivity.
curacy of the calculated Hall parameter is therefore
limited by the that of the number density measure- Infer d El
ments (-60%). As the figure shows, both argon and Inferred Electrical Conductivity
helium data scale reasonably well with the Hall pa- The question of whether anomalous effects (wave-
rameter, in complete agreement with the work of Ref- particle interaction) play a significant role in the dis-

particle interaction) play a significant role in the dis-erence [18]. Note also that the correlation with Hall sipation of power near the anode is still open to
sipation of power near the anode is still open toparameter holds irrespective of mass flow rate. The debate. For many years, researchers in the Soviet
debate. For many years, researchers in the Sovietcalculated Hall parameter ranges from two to ten,calculated Hall parameter ranges from two to ten, Union have concluded that large electric fields foundimplying the presence of large axial currents as well r r
near the anode are a result of plasma turbulence[21,as large Hall fields. Due to the large gradient in num- 23, 24, 25, 26. In non-Soviet literature, attempts
23, 24, 25, 26). In non-Soviet literature, attemptsber density at the anode, however, the Hall parame- to link dissipation of thruster power to turbulence
to link dissipation of thruster power to turbulenceter just at the surface (<1 mm) may be significantly has been scarce, with much of this work focused on

larger, identifying plasma instabilities, through the anal-
Two possible explanations explaining the connec- ysis of terminal voltage [30, 31, 32] or Langmuir

tion between the anode fall and the Hall parameter probe antenna data [28, 33]. Although these ex-
exist at this time. One is that large electric fields periments have demonstrated that instabilities ex-
(parallel and perpendicular to the anode surface), ist in the plasma of MPD'thrusters at power ranges
generated by the cross field axial current, may ac- that span two orders of magnitude, very little direct
count for the large voltage drops seen at the anode, measurement of anomalous transport properties (e.
The electrons are essentially tied to the magnetic g. electrical conductivity) has taken place. Until re-
field lines and are thus inhibited from reaching the cently, such measurements were limited to the results
anode. This results in the development of a thin layer of Lovberg [29)(1971) in which the electrical resis-
(on the order of one electron gyro radius -0.1 mm) of tivity of the plasma in an applied field quasi-steady
space charge just above the anode surface and large MPD thruster was inferred from direct measure-
electric fields necessary for current continutiy[19, 21]. ments of the local electric and magnetic fields, and

Alternatively anomalous electrical resistivity due current density. When compared to the resistivity
to plasma microturbulence is responsible. Excited predicted by classical formulae, it was found that the
waves in the plasma scatter current carrying elec- inferred resistivity was several times (4.0±1.5) that
trons resulting in an anomalously large collision fre- predicted classically. Lovberg concluded that this
quency. As such, large electric fields are needed to discrepancy was caused by "collective plasma phe-
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Insulator (1 + 2)j (5)
Ttru ster Electrodes (E + Bv,) + E, - Bv,

which relate electrical conductivity to "x" and "y"
components of current. Only one of these equations
is necessary for the analysis. Since jy represents an-
ode current density, a quantity which has been mea-
sured [35], Equation 5 is used to calculate ao. Since

-" ao as defined by the following equation,
Region of

ollant - ne
e 2  

(6)
Injection e (6)

is a function of the electron collision frequency, which
itself is used to calculate the Hall parameter, an iter-
ative solving technique was needed to calculate con-

Figure 12: Cross-sectional view of benchmark ductivities consistent with the Hall parameter used
thruster used for experiment. in the equations above. Electrical conductivity and

Hall parameter can be related by the relation

nomena" which some authors have concluded may _ aom e we (7)
have been a direct result of plasma instabilities [28]. e2n(

None of the experimental work described above, where = eB/
however, focussed on studying anomalous effects at Table 1 lists the field and current density data
the anode. The goal of the this work was to esti- T a b le 1 lists the field and c u r r en t d e n s i t y d a t athe anode. The goal of the this work was to esti- used for the analysis which were obtained from ref-mate the plasma electrical conductivity (resistivity) erences [34, 35, 36. These measurements were obtained from ref
in the anode region of a benchmark MPD thruster erences [34, 35, 36] These m ee a re n made
through an analysis similar in approach to that of outed e o f the anode a region 4 mm by 2 mm
Lovberg. Figure 12 shows a diagram of the MPD ce n t er ed 2 m m f r o m t h e a node (Figure 12). The
thruster as well as the Cartesian coordinate system magnitude of exhaust velocities were estimated from
thruster as well as the Cartesian coordinate system a model developed by Choueiri [37] which utilizesused for the analysis. Field (magnetic and electric) the "bJ2 " thrust law. The plasma streaming angle
and current density measurements were made in a (v/v) was determined from Langmuir probe ana-
standard benchmark thruster operating with argon surement) w as [34d e t e r m n e d from Langmuir probe mea-
as propellant. The thruster was operated at 8, 16, The results of the analysis are presented in Ta-
and 24 kA at mass flow rates of 4 and 16 g/s. This ble 2 wheres u l t s o f the classicalysi s ar e lculated Hall pa-
corresponds to thruster power levels between 300 kW b l e 2 w h e re  e p ( t h e classically calculated Hall pa-
and 7 MW. rameter) is obtained from Langmuir and magnetic

We begin the analysis by first writing a form of probe data [34, 35], while fth and a, are inferredWe begin the analysis by first writing a form of from field and current density measurements. The
Ohm's law (generalized Ohm's law) suitable for our fr o m fi e ld a n d cu r r en t d e n si t y m e a su r e m e n t s . The
purpose [38] electrical conductivity (ash) was calculated from the

Spitzer-Hiirm formula for the transverse electrical re-
j o(E+vxB) sistivity [38, 39];

j= ,(E+vxB)- x B - V ). (3)
1 e 2 /mIln A= 7- 

(8)For conditions of interest Vp, can be neglected [34] in ash 3(2.r)3/2e (kTe) 3/2 '
the equation above. The azimuthal current-induced
magnetic field B defines the z axis of the Cartesian The plasma parameter (A) is given by
coordinate (Figure 12). An axisymmetric current
discharge is assumed, allowing for the "z" compo- A = 9 ( )n, (9)
nents of E, v, and j to be neglected. After some
algebra we arrive at two equations, where the electron Debye length, Ae is calculated

from
o =  (1 + 22)2j e kTeao = (1 - ( 2)(E. + Bv,) + 2M1(Bv 1 - E ) (4) A = n e2 (10)
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S (A/cm) E, (V/m) E, (V/m) B, (T) v (m/s) |v (m/s)
8kA-16g/s 70 800 1000 0.0192 -411 2359
8kA-4g/s 70 600 1500 0.0176 -410 4700
16kA-16g/s 160 2000 3000 0.0416 -820 4710
16kA-4g/s 200 3750 5000 0.0384 -1778 10084
24kA-16g/s 250 2500 6700 0.0624 -1229 6970
24kA-4g/s 220 4000 9000 0.0624 -2000 23000

Table 1: Argon field, current, and velocity data.

I p I th I o (mho/m) a,h,/a
8kA-16g/s 3.8 1.6 1062 2.4(±1.0)
8kA-4g/s 2.6 0.4 484 7.2(±2.5)
16kA-16g/s 6.2 2.1 1188 2.9(±1.1)
16kA-4g/s 5.9 0.4 381 16.2(±7.2)
24kA-16g/s 5.0 0.3 390 15.5(+6.5)
24kA-4g/s 6.8 0.2 250 31.9(±12.1)

Table 2: Classically calculated and inferred Hall parameter and conductivity.

40--

30-

20

e 20- I

10-

0
Q o

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

J2/m (kA2 - s/g)

Figure 13: Conductivity ratio vs. J 2/rh.
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As the table shows, the inferred plasma conductiv- The anode fall remains constant, with argon, beyond
ity can be several times smaller than that calculated a J 2/rh of 70 kA 2-s/g. Below this value, the anode
with Equation 8, corroborating Lovberg's suspicion fall increases monotonically with J 2 /rh. For helium,
that non-classical phenomena, in some form, dictate however, this plateauing does not occur and for J 2/rh
plasma conductivity. In half of the cases studied, above 100 kA 2 -s/g the anode fall increases mono-
the inferred conductivity was over an order of mag- tonically.
nitude smaller than the classical value. Most of the
error associated with the analysis in calculating both
classical and inferred conductivities results from elec- Conclusions
tric field uncertainties due to the fidelity of the probe
positioning system (±1 mm), the accuracy of the cur- The electron Hall parameter, as calculated from
rent density measurements in this region (20%), and probe measurements at the anode lip, is seen as the
the error in measuring electron number density and key scaling parameter for the anode fall in the case
temperature (60 and 10%, respectively). Figures 13 of either propellant. Two possible explanations for
shows the ratio of the calculated conductivities over this result have been presented: the establishment
the inferred values as a function of J 2/rh. Although of large electric fields at the anode to maintain cur-
limited by the few data points (and relatively large rent conduction across strong magnetic fields, or the
error bars), a strong trend is nevertheless apparent onset of microturbulence in the plasma. To inves-
as the ratio increases drastically with J 2/rh, a behav- tigate the latter hypothesis, electric field, magnetic
ior observed with the anode fall data (Figure 8) as field, and current density profiles measured in the
well. vicinity of the anode were used in the generalized

Ohm's law to estimate the electrical conductivity of
the plasma. Results of the analysis predict conduc-Summary tivities in excess of thirty times lower than that cal-

S culated through classical formulae, implicating the
An array of thermocouples embedded within a

presence of anomalous transport.modified benchmark anode as well as floating and
triple probes were used to measure the anode heat
flux and anode fall. Results from either technique Acknowledgements
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